Black Friday Photographic Scavenger Hunt - Rules

All sites are within the City of Chicago boundaries and reachable by CTA, Car/Taxi and by foot.
Each one of these clues leads to a different site.
The hunt begins after clue #1 is complete.
The hunt ends at sundown (approx. 4:32 pm).
Official Rules:
1. Pictures must be taken using Instagram.
2. Everything that is given points should be documented with a photo and must appear on your teams Instagram
feed to count.
3. One person on each team should have Instagram on their smartphone and login with the information provided
on the Tech Info sheet provided in your team’s packet.
4. Each photo should include a ‘caption’ or ‘comment’ referencing the clue when it is posted to your feed. Be
careful, other teams may be able to see your feed, if they decide to follow you.
5. Each photo needs to be taken at the specific site. If there is an ‘act’ or ‘action’ involved, it is at your own
discretion to prove/show that the act is being committed at the actual site that the clue led you to.
6. Using Instagram ‘filters ‘are optional, but encouraged. Just pretend to be a hipster for the day.
7. At least (7) clues to sites must be complete before any bonus points can be counted (see bonus category below).
8. Remember the Golden Rule
9. Try to stick together as a team, it’s more fun that way, I promise.
10. Any tie will be broken with a lighter challenge, paper/rock/scissors or a duel. Team’s choice.
11. If you feel that anything is questionable illegal, please use your own discretion.
Judging:
Judging will be done solely at the discretion of Amie Sell (the official judge) with the possible help from other nonparticipating third parties. The judge promises to be fair and balanced.
The photo feed doesn’t lie, unless you have crappy reception and your posting fails…
No bribery will be accepted under the cash value of $500
Judging will be done for the following categories:
1) first to complete all (11) sites
2) most points earned
3) overall best photographs
4) miscellaneous categories at judge’s discretion
Life Lines:
You want to be a millionaire? Well this won’t help you achieve that, Mr. 1%,
but please contact me if you need assistance at 773-947-4344
1) One text message to the judge is allowed for each team
2) One phone call to the judge is allowed for each team
3) Phone any friend(s) you think can help you

Black Friday Photographic Scavenger Hunt - Clues
The following can be completed in any order,
EXCEPT #1 , it should be complete before you leave on the hunt:
1. Good Fortune Crane
Folding valleys and mountains for good luck
At least try to give a fuck
Follow the directions in your packet to start on the right foot
You don’t want to begin with a kaput
(1 point for each team member’s completion)
2. Meow! big kittahs play in this park
Even Daniel Day Lewis is scared of these cats in the dark
Named after the most beloved president from Illinois
They live in their own glass home; try not to annoy
(3 points for a shot of one of these guys, including at least one team member looking frightened)
3. This presidential conservatory of flora
Very near the park with fauna
Nature has grown these colorful Adaptations of the highest
Even Nicholas Cage thinks their vaginal beauty is the finest
(3 points for picture of one with the origami crane in it)
4. This shiny gate to the clouds
From the different angles, you and the city, it will enshroud
Captivates all from near and far in a bean
With so many visitors, it’s a wonder how they keep it clean
(3 points for a picture with the entire team and the city the skyline captured)
5. Paris Hilton and Donald Trump
Made millions of Americans into chumps
Find their lobby and make a human pyramid
Be careful, the concierge may forbid
(3 points for an all team pyramid, +1 point for every stranger you get to join you)
6. 2012 is the year of the Dragon
From the ancient tradition from the land of over a billion
Enjoy this delicious town’s new strip mall square with signs of the zodiac
And pay homage to your own solar year with a moment of the kodak
(1 point for each team member’s photo)

7. A memorial to the martyr’s of an anarchist affair
They sought fair labor rights, not welfare
On Des Plaines there was a bomb scare
8 convictions and 4 hangings, now was that fair?
(3 points for a shot of at least 2 team members acting out a moment from the ‘affair’ in front of the staue. +1
point if you have fake mustaches while doing it)
8. Sit down and enjoy a warm drink
Take some time to contemplate direct trade and think
Make sure you look ‘Intelligent’ while you sip
Don’t forget to leave a tip
(3 points for a shot with a nice beverage, +1 point for each additional exquisite corpse completed on the
provided paper; sorry no directions. You’re smart enough to figure it out!)
9. Thanksgiving would not be the same without their parade
View their animatronic story windows on the promenade
Chose an outfit you would not typically wear
Put it on and snap a picture to share
(1 point for each team member’s photo)
10. Pablo Picasso was an asshole
On the plaza named after the mayor with the bankroll
This time of year it is a winter wonderland
Commit an act that is kind and grand
(3 points for a wintery act of kindness in this plaza)
11. I want to be ordinary
But I will have to do it in the city’s old library
Don’t blame me, it’s the industry
At this artistic center of culture, no exhibition is ever paltry
(+3 points for a shot of the team committing an act of ordinary)

Bonus point shot category (+1 point, unless noted otherwise):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

A fountain with someone from the team in it
Join in on a busking person/group (be sure to tip them)
Best looking taco
A team member peeing in an alley
Best found Ghost Building art
Best skyline/rooftop
Best David Bowie album cover
Reenactment of a play or movie scene in front of theatre it is playing at
Best worst title of a sleazy novel shot
Shot of provocative, racist anti-Jihad ad that is running on 10 CTA bus routes (+5 points)

